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Todays Article is about recognizing 
which of the ACRONYMs is the real  

the real one is disguised by 
Wikidpedia telling us G H W Bush had 
it implemented in 1991 worded as the 
above. This is NOT TRUE.  The reptilian 
Bush used the word STABILITY, (via 
taxes) and NOT the word SECURITY  
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The ones I had “forgotten off-hand”… was not 
forgotten – 
It is the W.E.F. (World Economic Forum) which 
would have us all owned and run BY the banks! 
Why did [the cloned] Kim Goguen travel WITH 
Schwab to Antarctica,  where the fallen ones 
dwell? 
Not forgetting the Reptilian Reich Empire of the 
Sirius Subnasal natsi N. W. O.  Those of N A S A., 
M.I.M.I.C., clones, robotoids, synthetics, walk-ins 
(such as Cliff High) NIV and all the other puppets 
 

 
From an awake friend of mine 

Project Avalon is Bill Ryan 

 

  

  ASK …  WHY? 

F A L S E,  A   TAKEOVER 
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MY OWN CAVEAT 

There must have been a good reason for Bill Ryan 
to leave Project Camelot – so I have been watching 
Kerry closely, on the simple grounds she seems to 

get more airtime than Bill Does. 
As in Propaganda. 

Sometimes the simple way to check we are being 
deceived is if the information arrives via you tube 
Such as the dose for Joe Tippens fenbendazole fix 
Or a Gene Decode telling porkers about EnKi being 

Lucifer, on a you tube channel 
And all those videos with such titles as  

GALACTIC  FEDERATION 
(go look up “Definition of Federation”) 

Or anything from supposed “Pleiadians”. 

MY OWN CAVEAT 
Any man  as wealthy as this guy can afford to 

research such things as: 
4,000 year old blueprints of Vril Vimana 

antigravity craft in the Mahabaratta  

(which is HOW mapping of continents was done) 
1922 anti gravity patents by Nikola Tesla 
1939 Hitlers goes to moon in Hanebrau II 

1950s Paperclip back engineered anti gravity 
1967, May, Pentagon receives plans for obsolete 

Hanebrau ship from Val Thor. 
Yet brain chip guy still insists on rockets… 

And allows his electric cars to be sold knowing 
the windows and doors will not open when the 

battery fails, as in, blows up. 
 


